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We present a detailed study of the applications of two stochastic approaches, stochastic optimiza-
tion method (SOM) and stochastic analytical inference (SAI), to extract spectral functions from
Euclidean correlation functions. SOM has the advantage that it does not require prior information.
On the other hand, SAI is a more generalized method based on Bayesian inference. Under mean
field approximation SAI reduces to the often-used maximum entropy method (MEM), and for a
specific choice of the prior SAI becomes equivalent to SOM. To test the applicability of these two
stochastic methods to lattice QCD, firstly, we apply these methods to various reasonably chosen
model correlation functions, and present detailed comparisons of the reconstructed spectral func-
tions obtained from SOM, SAI and MEM. Next, we present similar studies for charmonia correlation
functions obtained from lattice QCD computations using clover-improved Wilson fermions on large,
fine, isotropic lattices at 0.75 and 1.5Tc, Tc being the deconfinement transition temperature of a pure
gluon plasma. We find that SAI and SOM give consistent results to MEM at these two temperatures.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc, 12.38.Mh, 25.75.Nq, 25.75.-q
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the central goals of the physics program of the present and the future heavy ion colliders is the exploration
of the phase diagram and transport properties of strongly interacting matter. At vanishing baryon chemical potential
the QCD transition from hadronic phase to QGP phase is predicted not to be a real phase transition but an analytic
rapid crossover [1, 2], and its chiral and deconfinements aspects can be reflected by thermal modifications of light and
heavy hadrons, while the transport properties of the medium are related to the propagation of conserved currents.
The dilepton spectrum covering the mass region of ρ meson [3–5] and the suppression of the yields of heavy quarkonia
as well as open charm/bottom hadrons in the PbPb/AuAu collisions compared to those in the pp collisions have
been extensively studied in the experiments at RHIC and LHC [6–8]. Connecting these experimental observations
to fundamental interactions of QCD requires a thorough understanding of the in-medium modifications of hadrons
and transport properties such as heavy quark diffusion coefficients. Theoretically the key point is the hadron spectral
function as which encodes all the information about the hadron. Besides that the spectral function in the vector channel
is related to the thermal dilepton production rate [9] and its low frequency part also gives transport coefficients such
as the electrical conductivity and the heavy quark diffusion coefficient through Kubo formulas. Thus by investigating
on the change of resonance peak structure and the slope at the vanishing frequency in the spectral function at
various temperatures it is possible to determine the dissociation temperature of hadrons and the diffusion coefficients,
respectively.
First principle lattice QCD has been a useful tool to study the in-medium properties of hadrons as well as the
transport properties of the medium [10]. However, despite the importance of the spectral functions to understand
in-medium behaviors of the strong interaction matters, the spectral functions cannot be calculated directly using
lattice QCD. Instead, what one can calculate is the Euclidean correlation function, G, which is related to the spectral
function, ρ, as
G(τ, T ) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ρ(ω, T )K(ω, τ, T ), (1)
where the integration kernel at finite temperature, K(ω, τ, T ), is given, e.g. in the bosonic case as
K(ω, τ, T ) ≡ cosh(ω(τ −
1
2T ))
sinh( ω2T )
. (2)
To extract the spectral function from the correlation function one needs to solve an ill-posed inverse problem. Prac-
tically, the correlation function is only given at O(10) discrete imaginary-time distances, τ , with some errors while,
at least O(1000) data points in frequency, ω, are needed for sufficiently good resolution of the spectral function. This
is a typical ill-posed problem, where degrees of freedom of the input are much smaller than the output, leading to
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2infinite number of possible solutions. Therefore, in general, a simple χ2-fitting is not applicable unless sufficiently
detailed prior information on the spectral function is known [11, 12]. This is a reason why various methods have
been developed to tackle this problem. A most commonly used method to date is the maximum entropy method,
where the most likely solution based on the Bayes’ theorem can be selected, and has been introduced to lattice QCD
studies [13–15]. Recently, a new Bayesian approach similar to MEM by replacing the Shannon-Jaynes entropy with
a different term has been also proposed [16]. Some other methods like the Backus Gilbert method [17, 18], which
manipulates in the local vicinity of some frequency range in a model-independent way, and the Tikhonov method with
Morozov discrepancy principle [19], have been presented as well.
An advantage of the Bayesian methods like MEM is that they guarantee a unique solution under certain prior
information, which allows us to overcome ill-posed problems. However, this leads to uncertainties depending on
the prior information. Therefore, one should check the uncertainties carefully by changing prior information and,
by comparing results between as many different methods as possible. In this paper we make use of two stochastic
approaches to extract spectral functions in lattice QCD calculations, namely the stochastic analytical inference (SAI)
[20, 21] and the stochastic optimization method (SOM) [22]. The key idea behind these methods is to use Monte Carlo
averages over a wide range of possible spectra weighted by a certain criteria instead of selecting the most probable
solution as for the MEM. Our goal is to examine the suitability of these stochastic methods for lattice QCD and
provide a more robust estimate of the the systematic uncertainties of the spectral functions obtained from lattice
QCD calculations. For this purpose, we focus on the reanalyses of the charmonia spectral functions in gluon plasma
previously presented in Ref. [23].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the stochastic approaches and clarify the
relationships among SAI, MEM and SOM. In Sec. III detailed numerical implementations of the stochastic methods are
given. In Sec. IV we test the methods with various model data which mimic possible charmonium spectral functions
expected at several different cases. Then, we apply these methods to extract spectral functions from charmonium
correlation functions computed using lattice QCD simulations at a finite temperature in Ref. [23] in Sec. V. Finally,
we summarize our results in Sec. VI.
II. BASICS OF STOCHASTIC APPROACHES
In stochastic approaches a sequence of possible spectra are generated stochastically, and their average is taken. SAI
[20, 21] gives an averaged spectral image weighted by probability derived using Bayesian inference similar to MEM,
which depends on prior information of the spectral function. On the other hand, SOM [22] also takes an average
over all possible spectra but without any prior knowledge as inputs. In the following sections we review the basics of
stochastic approaches and also show relations among SAI, SOM and MEM.
A. Bayesian statistical inference
First we start from the Bayesian statistical inference embedded in SAI following Ref. [20]. Suppose we try to
extract a spectral image, ρ, from correlation function data, G, with a given prior knowledge or so-called default model
(DM), D, where D contains some information about the spectral function such as positivity. Here we also introduce
a regularization parameter, α, which controls contributions to the reconstructed image from the prior information
relative to the data. According to the Bayes’ theorem, P [ρ|G,D,α], the conditional probability having ρ with given
G, D and α, can be written by
P [ρ|G,D,α] = P [G|ρ,D, α]P [ρ|D,α]
P [G|D,α] , (3)
where P [G|ρ,D, α] and P [ρ|D,α] are the likelihood function and the prior probability, respectively. P [G|D,α] is
a ρ-independent normalization. Once P [ρ|G,D,α] is calculated, the average over all possible spectra weighted by
P [ρ|G,D,α] is given as
〈ρ〉α =
∫
Dρ ρ P [ρ|G,D,α]. (4)
Then, a final image is given after eliminating the dependence on α by taking another weighted average over α as
〈〈ρ〉〉 =
∫
dα 〈ρ〉α P [α|G,D], (5)
3where using the Bayes’ theorem again, the conditional probability P [α|G,D] can be written by
P [α|G,D] = P [G|D,α]P [α|D]
P [G|D] =
P [α|D]
P [G|D]
∫
Dρ P [G|ρ,D, α]P [ρ|D,α]. (6)
One can also study statistical uncertainties of the reconstructed image. Since there are correlations among ρ(ω)
at different frequencies, following Refs. [13, 24] we introduce the spectral function averaged over a certain frequency
range, I, as
〈ρ¯I〉α ≡
∫ Dρ ∫
I
dω ρ(ω)P [ρ|G,D,α]∫
I
dω
=
〈∫
I
dω ρ(ω)〉α∫
I
dω
=
∫
I
dω 〈ρ(ω)〉α∫
I
dω
.
(7)
Then, the variance is given as
〈(δρ¯I)2〉α ≡
∫ Dρ ∫
I×I dωdω
′ δρ(ω)δρ(ω′)P [ρ|G,D,α]∫
I×I dωdω
′
=
〈∫
I×I dωdω
′ δρ(ω)δρ(ω′)〉α∫
I×I dωdω
′
=
∫
I×I dωdω
′ 〈δρ(ω)δρ(ω′)〉α∫
I×I dωdω
′ ,
(8)
where δρ(ω) ≡ ρ(ω)− 〈ρ(ω)〉α. Finally, α dependence is eliminated as〈〈ρ¯I〉〉 = ∫ dα 〈ρ¯I〉αP [α|G,D],〈〈(δρ¯I)2〉〉 = ∫ dα 〈(δρ¯I)2〉αP [α|G,D]. (9)
The above equations can be used to estimate the uncertainties in MEM as well as the stochastic methods to be discussed
in the following sections. In MEM the probability P [ρ|G,D,α] is assumed to be a sharp Gaussian distribution. Thus
the variance at a certain α can be approximated as [13, 24]
〈(δρ¯I)2〉MEMα ≈ −
∫
I×I
dωdω′
( δ2Q
δρ(ω)δρ(ω′)
)−1
ρ=ρα
/∫
I×I
dωdω′, (10)
where the definition of Q can be found in Sec.II D.
B. Stochastic analytical inference
Following Ref. [21], in this section we show how to specify the explicit forms of the probabilities mentioned above in
SAI. First, for convenience, let us introduce the modified spectral function, ρ˜(ω) ≡ ρ(ω)K(ω, τ0), the modified DM,
D˜(ω) = D(ω)K(ω, τ0) and the modified kernel K˜(ω, τ) ≡ K(ω, τ)/K(ω, τ0)1, where τ0 is a reference imaginary time.
As Beach proposed in Ref. [21], a mapping from frequency, ω, onto a new variable, x ∈ [0, xmax]
x ≡ φ(ω) =
∫ ω
0
dω′
2pi
D˜(ω′) (11)
1 In general, this is not necessary but it can avoid divergence in the kernel Eq.(2) at ω = 0 and also allows to have a simple normalization
condition Eq.(14) without K˜ dependence.
4is introduced, where D˜ is positive definite and xmax ≡ φ(∞). By changing ω to x in Eq.(1), the correlation function
reconstructed from a given spectral function can be written as
Grec(τ) =
∫ xmax
0
dx n(x)K˜(φ−1(x), τ), (12)
where
n(x) ≡ ρ˜(φ
−1(x))
D˜(φ−1(x))
=
ρ(φ−1(x))
D(φ−1(x))
. (13)
Consequently, the newly defined function n(x) is normalized as∫ xmax
0
dx n(x) = G(τ0). (14)
Since ρ can be calculated from the relation Eq.(13) once n(x) is given, from here on we consider reconstruction of
n(x) instead of ρ(ω) itself.
Suppose we have Nconf sets of correlator data, {Gi(τ) | i = 1, 2, · · · , Nconf}, at N data points, τˆ = τˆmin, τˆmin +
1, · · · , τˆmax = τˆmin +N −1, where τˆ ≡ τ/a with lattice spacing a. Here the mean value, G, and the covariance matrix,
C, are given by
G(τ) ≡ 1
Nconf
Nconf∑
i=1
Gi(τ), (15)
C(τ, τ ′) ≡
Nconf∑
i=1
(G(τ)−Gi(τ))(G(τ ′)−Gi(τ ′))
Nconf · (Nconf − 1) . (16)
According to the central limit theorem the correlators are expected to be Gaussian distributed for sufficiently large
Nconf . Therefore, it is natural to have the likelihood function, P [G|n,D, α] ,as
P [G|n,D, α] = 1
Z
e−χ
2[n]/α, (17)
where
χ2 =
1
2
τˆmax∑
τˆ ,τˆ ′=τˆmin
(Grec(τ)−G(τ))C−1(τ, τ ′)(Grec(τ ′)−G(τ ′)). (18)
The normalization factor, Z, can be computed as
Z =
∫
DG e−χ2/α = (2piα)N/2
√
detC. (19)
On the other hand, since we have the prior information of the spectral function through the mapping Eq.(11), which
is encoded into the normalization condition Eq.(14), the prior probability, P [n|D,α], should be given as
P [n|D,α] = δ
(∫ xmax
0
dx n(x)−G(τ0)
)
. (20)
Then, the n-independent normalizaiton, P [G|D,α] can be written as
P [G|D,α] = Z
′
Z
=
1
Z
∫
D′n e−χ2[n]/α, (21)
where D′n ≡ (∏x dn(x)) δ (∫ xmax0 dx n(x)−G(τ0)). As a result, replacing ρ with n in Eq.(4) and substituting Eq.(17),
Eq.(20) and Eq.(21) into Eq.(3), one gets the following expression:
〈n(x)〉α = 1
Z ′
∫
D′n n(x) e−χ2[n]/α. (22)
5Similarly, from Eq.(6),
P [α|G,D] ∝ P [α|D] α−N/2
∫
D′n e−χ2[n]/α, (23)
where α−N/2 comes from Eq.(19). The probability P [α|D] is unknown. Conventionally, P [α|D] ∝ 1 or 1/α are chosen
[25, 26]. However, the choice is irrelevant for the final results if the data size N is sufficiently large (see Appendix.A).
To get Eq.(23) explicitly one needs to calculate the partition function Z ′ =
∫ D′n e−χ2/α. By introducing the density
of states (DoS), Ω(E) =
∫ D′n δ(χ2[n]− E), Z ′ can be rewritten as
Z ′ =
∫
dE Ω(E) e−E/α. (24)
Calculating Z ′ thus is equivalent to calculating Ω(E). The DoS can be evaluated numerically by using, e.g. the
Wang-Landau algorithm [27]. The Wang-Landau algorithm is briefly reviewed in Appendix. B. The final spectral
function, 〈〈n(x)〉〉, is given by taking an average of 〈n(x)〉α weighted by Eq.(23) over all α
〈〈n(x)〉〉 =
∫
dα 〈n(x)〉α P [α|G,D] . (25)
C. Solution of SOM through the kink condition
SOM is another stochastic approach tackling the inversion problem. Different from SAI, SOM does not need any
prior information about the solution. Thus there is no default model used and we do not introduce the coordinate
mapping. The main idea of SOM is to average over all the independent possible solutions obtained using a modified
simulated annealing algorithm (SAA). Similar to SAI, there are two quantities controlling the system, the fictitious
temperature α which decreases exponentially to a quite small value αstop and the internal energy χ
2[ρ]. For a well-
defined system, as the temperature α of the system decreases, the internal energy χ2 would definitely decrease in the
same pattern and the optimal possible solution would appear when temperature goes to 0 if the system is detailed-
balanced at each temperature. However, since our system is ill-posed, the simulation would be overfitted when α
approaches 0. One way out is to sample the spectral functions before overfitting. And we call the point that the
system starts to overfit a kink.
To find such a “kink” point one can calculate log(χ2)’s second derivative respect to log(α) (taking the logarithm
here is for convenience because α is decreased exponentially) using quartic-basis spline fits. And the kink is located at
the maximum of the second derivative. We find that unless data points are very limited, we can always specify such a
kink point at some certain temperature α∗ which picks out a unique solution. In Fig.1 we show the kink obtained in
one of our model data tests. We can see that as α decreases from 109 to 10−6, χ2 decreases following α in the range
[109, 10] but after that χ2 does not change much. And around the transition region α ∼ 1, a clear maximum appears
in the d2 log(χ2)/d2 log(α)− α curve which specifies the kink point.
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FIG. 1: A typical structure of χ2 − α curve and its kink point.
6D. Relation between SAI and MEM and SOM
1. SAI to MEM
The formalism of MEM can be derived by repeating the similar argument as in the previous section. Following [24],
the likelihood function in MEM is given as
P [G|ρ,D, α] = 1
ZL
e−χ
2[ρ], (26)
where ZL is a normalization factor. On the other hand, for a given α the prior probability is explicitly obtained by
the Shannon-Jaynes entropy
S[ρ] = −
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ρ(ω) ln
ρ(ω)
D(ω)
, (27)
as
P [ρ|D,α] = 1
ZS(α)
eαS[ρ], (28)
where Zs(α) ' (2pi/α)N/2. Therefore, the conditional probability, P [ρ|G,D,α], can be written as
P [ρ|G,D,α] ∝ 1
ZLZS(α)
e−Qα[ρ], (29)
where Qα ≡ χ2 − αS. In contrast to SAI, where the average spectral function is calculated as Eq.(22), MEM picks
up only the most probable solution, ρ∗α, which maximizes P [ρ|G,D,α], or in other words, minimizes Q assuming
P [ρ|G,D,α] is sharply peaked around ρ∗α. This means that ρ∗α is given by solving the following equation:
δQ[ρ]
δρ(ω)
∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ∗α
= 0. (30)
From Eq.(6) the final spectral function is expressed as
〈〈ρ〉〉 ∝
∫
dαP [α|G,D]
∫
Dρ ρ(ω) e−Qα[ρ]
'
∫
dα ρ∗α(ω) P [α|G,D],
(31)
where in the second step P [ρ|G,D,α] is again assumed to be sharply peaked around ρ∗α(ω) and
P [α|G,D] ∝ P [α|D]
∫
Dρ 1
ZLZS(α)
e−Qα[ρ] (32)
can be also evaluated under this assumption.
A question here is what is the relation between the output spectra from SAI and MEM. Actually, it has been proved
that SAI is a generalization of MEM and is formally equivalent to MEM in a certain limit[21]. To see this let us focus
on the spectral functions at a given α from SAI and MEM. As already seen above, the most probable image in MEM
is given by a solution of Eq.(30) or equivalently a self-consistent equation as follows:
ρ˜∗α(ω) = e
µ/αD˜(ω) exp
− 1
α
τˆmax∑
τˆ ,τˆ ′=τˆmin
K˜(ω, τ)C−1(τ, τ ′)
(∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ρ˜∗α(ω)K˜(ω, τ
′)−G(τ ′)
) , (33)
where we use the modified quantities, ρ˜, D˜ and K˜ introduced for SAI in Sec. II B and µ is a Lagrange multiplier to
satisfy the normalization Eq.(14) assuming ρ˜ and D˜ have the same normalization, i.e.
∫
dω
2pi ρ˜(ω) =
∫
dω
2pi D˜(ω) = G(τ0).
On the other hand, in SAI χ2[n] can be treated as the Hamiltonian for the system of the classical field n(x). Thus,
one can expand the Hamiltonian in the following way
χ2[n] =
∫ xmax
0
dx (x)n(x) +
1
2
∫ xmax
0
dxdy V (x, y)n(x)n(y) + const., (34)
7where we regard
(x) = −
τˆmax∑
τˆ ,τˆ ′=τˆmin
G(τ)C−1(τ, τ ′)K˜(φ−1(x), τ ′) (35)
as the free dispersion and
V (x, y) = V (y, x) =
τˆmax∑
τˆ ,τˆ ′=τˆmin
K˜(φ−1(x), τ)C−1(τ, τ ′)K˜(φ−1(y), τ ′) (36)
as the interaction. In the case of the mean field theory,
χ2[n]MF =
∫ xmax
0
dx E(x)n(x) + const, (37)
where the energy of the system is obtained as
E(x) =
δχ2[n]
δn(x)
∣∣∣∣
n=n
= (x) +
∫
dyV (x, y)n(y). (38)
With some effort one can work out the field configuration by using the saddle point method, which is
n(x) = eµ/α exp
[
− 1
α
(
(x) +
∫
dyV (x, y)n(y)
)]
, (39)
where µ is again the Lagrange multiplier due to the normalization Eq.(14). So far one can see that actually Eq.(33)
and Eq.(39) are equivalent.
Alternatively one can start from the aspect of entropy. One can consider a system consisting of indistinguishable
particles in a canonical ensemble. Suppose that there are M energy levels with degeneracies mp(p = 1, 2, ...,M) and at
each level there are np particles. Then the number of equivalent microscopic occupancy configurations corresponding
to a state specified by certain possible macroscopic field configuration n(x) is Ω =
∏
p C
mp
np and accordingly the
entropy of this system can be written as
S[n] ≡ ln Ω[n]
=
1
M
∑
p
lnCmpnp
≈ −
∫
dx n(x) lnn(x),
(40)
where in the third step we have used the Stirling’s formula ln(m!) ≈ m lnm assuming mp  np and took the continuum
limit 1M
∑
p →
∫
dx, mp →∞ and np → n(x). The entropy in SAI for all possible field configurations is
SSAI ≡
∫
Dn P [n] S[n]
≈ ln Ω[n]
= −
∫
dx n(x) lnn(x)
= SMEM ,
(41)
where in the first step P [n] is the probability of the system staying at configuration n and the second step is obtained
under the mean field approximation. We find that the implicit entropy in SAI is exactly the same to the one used in
MEM. This verified the statement that MEM is the mean-field-limit of SAI [21].
2. SAI to SOM
The kink condition used in SOM is totally empirical. What SOM obtains is one special case in SAI. By setting
D(ω) = K−1(ω, τ0) in Eq.(11) one would arrive at x = ω/(2pi) and n(x) = ρ(ω)K(ω, τ0) = ρ˜(ω). Using the kink
condition instead of averaging with P [α|D], we are able to obtain the possible solutions in SOM. One can infer that
SAI with the default model D(ω) = K−1(ω, τ0) should give similar results to SOM. This is called the inverse kernel
method in SAI. We will confirm this by model data tests given in Sec.IV B.
8III. IMPLEMENTION OF SAI AND SOM
A. Monte Carlo evaluation for SAI
In this part we consider the Monte Carlo evaluation for SAI. The main work is to obtain n(x) and P [α|D]. Our
procedures follow Ref. [21]. Firstly we represent n(x) as a superposition of delta functions with residues rγ and
position aγ
n(x) =
∑
γ
rγ δ(x− aγ) with 0 ≤ aγ ≤ xmax. (42)
According to Eq.(14) n(x) needs to satisfy the normalization condition
∑
γ rγ = G(τ0). Now we can perform two
different kinds of updates to reshape the configuration n(x) holding a detailed balance. The first one is to shift the
position of a delta function
aγ 7→ a′γ . (43)
The other one that dramatically improves the acceptance rate of attempted updates at low temperatures is the residue
sharing in some subset Λ of the delta functions
rγ 7→ r′γ = rγ +
∑
λ∈Λ
δγλ∆rλ (44)
that conserves higher moments
M (i) =
∫ xmax
0
dx n(x) xi =
∑
γ
rγ aiγ . (45)
To introduce such an update scheme let Λ = {λ1, λ2, ..., λk} = {λ1} ∪ Λ˜, and we define a scale factor
Qλ =

1, if λ = λ1∏
µ∈Λ˜
(aµ−aλ1 )∏
µ∈Λ,µ6=λ
(aµ−aλ) , if λ ∈ Λ˜
, (46)
which satisfies
∑k
λ=1Qλa
i
λ = 0 for i = 0, 1, · · · , k − 2. Then, we can express the changes in residue as
r′λ = rλ + ∆rλ = rλ − sQλ, (47)
where s is randomly distributed in the interval
max
λ∈Λ−
(rλ/Qλ) < s < min
λ∈Λ+
(rλ/Qλ) (48)
to ensure the positivity of the residues, i.e. r′λ > 0. Here Λ
− = {λ | Qλ < 0} and Λ+ = {λ | Qλ > 0}. In our study
we randomly chose k from 2 to 8 at each update. The updates mentioned above are schematically shown in Fig.2.
There can be an update changing the number of delta functions but we do not consider it in this study.
푛(푥)
푥
푛(푥)
푥
} }
FIG. 2: Left: Shift a δ-function. Right: Residue sharing between two δ-functions.
At each α configurations of n(x) are generated with the Metropolis algorithm, where each update is accepted with
a probability Padopt = min{1, exp(−δχ2/α)} where δχ2 is the difference of χ2 between two successive updates. We
also used the parallel tempering [28] to obtain configurations at different temperatures simultaneously. The α range
was divided into pieces with a constant ratio αi+1/αi = R. To represent a delta function we used a Gaussian function
with a certain width, where the width was chosen in some range where the spectral function is stable.
9B. Monte Carlo evaluation for SOM
In this section we discuss the Monte Carlo evaluation for SOM. We use the same basis as in Ref. [22] where the
spectral function ρ(ω) is parametrized as a sum of many boxes
ρ˜(ω) =
K∑
t=1
η{Pt}(ω) (49)
with
η{Pt}(ω) =
{
ht, ω ∈ [ct − wt/2, ct + wt/2]
0, otherwise,
(50)
where wt, ht, ct are width, height and center of a box, respectively. If two boxes overlap, the heights of the two boxes
should be added up in the overlapping region as shown in Fig.3 schematically. The normalization condition for boxes
⇢(!)
!
⇢(!)
!
ӗ 
FIG. 3: Spectral function constructed from overlapping boxes in SOM.
is as follows: ∫ ωmax
0
dω
2pi
ρ˜(ω) =
K∑
t=1
htwt = G(τ0). (51)
The elementary updates can be realized by changing a random parameter of the boxes in the sets {Pt} = {ht, wt, ct}.
During the updates the number of the boxes and the sum of their area are fixed. And the change of parameters must
sit in the domains of definitions of a box Ξ, which are ht ∈ [hmin, hmax], wt ∈ [wmin, wmax] and ct ∈ [ωmin, ωmax].
The elementary updates used in SOM are listed as follows and depicted in Fig.4:
⇢(!)
!
⇢(!)
!
⇢(!)
!
ӗ ӗ ӗ 
FIG. 4: Left: Shift a box. Middle: Change a box. Right: Share height between two boxes.
(I) Shift a box. Vary the center ct of a randomly selected box stochastically. Newly generated ct is restricted to be
in the domain of definition Ξct = [ωmin, ωmax].
(II) Change a box. Change the height of a randomly chosen box from ht to h
′
t keeping the center ct and area fixed.
The width is subsequently changed from wt to wt · ht/h′t. Newly generated h′t and w′t are restricted in the domains
Ξht = [hmin, hmax] and Ξwt = [wmin, wmax].
(III) Share height between two boxes. Choose two boxes A and B randomly. Cut part of the height of A and add
this part to B. The centers of box A and box B are fixed. The sum of the area of box A and box B is fixed, too.
In this update the height of box A is changed from htA to h
′
tA and the height of box B is changed from htB to
h′tB = htB + wtA · (htA − h′tA)/wtB . Newly generated h′tA and h′tB are restricted by Ξht = [hmin, hmax].
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(IV) Share width between two boxes. Same as (III) but in this update we change wt instead of ht. The aim of using
update (III) and (IV) is to make a connection between two boxes helping to reshape the boxes more efficiently.
Similarly to SAI configurations of boxes are generated by the Metropolis algorithm. Except that the basis which
we used here is the same as in Ref. [22], the probability Padopt, the types of elementary updates and how the final
solution is obtained are quite different. The original SOM has more types of elementary updates than what we used
in this work, for instance add/remove/split a box and glue two boxes. Since these updates can be obtained from the
combinations of the four elementary updates mentioned above and do not show any advantage, we use the current
types of updates instead.
In principle, different choices of basis for parametrization of the spectral function in SAI and SOM are equivalent.
Our choices of rectangle and delta function basis for SOM and SAI, respectively, are just a matter of convenience.
In particular, the choice of delta function basis for SAI makes the x → ω mapping quite simple during the practical
implementation.
IV. ANALYSES WITH MODEL DATA
In this section we show the results from the model data tests using MEM, SOM and SAI. We will firstly show model
spectral functions used in the tests in Sec. IV A, and then illustrate the equivalence of SAI and SOM numerically in
Sec. IV B. We will discuss the dependencies of output spectral function on the noise level  and the number of data
points Nτ in Sec. IV C as well as on the default model in Sec. IV D.
Note that in the following model data tests we use dimensionless quantities. For instance, the dimensionless
frequency ωˆ is related to the dimensional one through ωˆ = aω where a is the lattice spacing. We also use the
conventions ρˆ = a2ρ and Tˆ = aT in the model data tests.
A. Model spectral functions
The model spectral functions are constructed considering two different physics inspired cases. In the tests we mainly
focus on the two cases:
(A) ρˆbelow(ωˆ) = Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ1,∆1)(1− Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ2,∆2))ρˆres(cres1,Γ1,M1) + Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ3,∆3)ρˆcont corresponding to the spectral
function at a temperature below Tc. Here ρˆres denotes a resonance peak and ρˆcont denotes a free continuum part.
(B) ρˆabove(ωˆ) = ρˆtrans + Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ4,∆4)(1 − Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ5,∆5))ρˆres(cres2,Γ2,M2) + Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆ6,∆6)ρˆWilson corresponding to
the spectral function at a temperature above Tc. Here ρˆtrans denotes a transport peak, and a free Wilson spectral
function denoted as ρˆWilson is also introduced to take into account the lattice cutoff effects.
The elementary parts of the model spectral functions needed in ρˆbelow(ωˆ) and ρˆabove(ωˆ) are smoothed by a modified
Θ-function Θ˜(ωˆ, ωˆi,∆i) =
(
1 + exp(
ωˆ2i−ωˆ2
ωˆ∆i
)
)−1
to make the model spectral functions more realistic. The elementary
parts of the spectral functions are listed below:
1. Transport peak
ρˆtrans(ctrans, η) = ctrans
ωˆη
ωˆ2 + η2
. (52)
2. Resonance peak
ρˆres(cres,Γ,M) = cres
ΓMωˆ2
(ωˆ2 −M2)2 +M2Γ2 . (53)
3. Free continuum spectral function
ρˆcont(ccont,mc) = ccont
Nc
8pi
Θ(ωˆ2 − 4m2c) ωˆ2 tanh
(
ωˆNτ
4
)
×
√
1−
(
2mc
ωˆ
)2 [
a(1) + a(2)(
2mc
ωˆ
)2
]
.
(54)
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4. Free Wilson spectral function
ρˆWilson(cWilson,m) = cWilson
4piNc
Nσ
3
∑
k
sinh(
ωˆ
2Tˆ
)
[
b(1) − b(2)
∑3
i=1 sin
2 ki
sinh2Ek(m)
]
× δ(ωˆ − 2Ek(m))
2 (1 + Mk(m))
2
cosh2
(
Ek(m)
2Tˆ
) , (55)
where
b(1) =
a(1) − a(2)
2
, b(2) =
a(2) − a(3)
2
, coshEk(m) = 1 +
K2k +M
2
k (m)
2(1 +Mk(m))
,
Kk =
3∑
i=1
γi sin ki, Mk(m) =
3∑
i=1
(1− cos ki) +m.
(56)
Spectral function Parameters
ρˆres1 cres1 = 0.08/7, Γ1 = 0.05, M1 = 0.155
ρˆcont ccont = 1, a
(1) = 2, a(2) = 1, mc = 0.0775, Nc = 3
ρˆtrans ctrans = 5× 10−5, η = 0.006
ρˆres2 cres2 = 0.06, Γ2 = 0.15, M2 = 0.225
ρˆWilson cWilson = 1, b
(1) = 3, b(2) = 1, m = 0.073, Nc = 3, Nτ = 48, Nσ = 2304
TABLE I: Parameters for the model spectral functions.
ωˆ1 = 0.145 ∆1 = 0.01
ωˆ2 = 0.155 ∆2 = 0.05
ωˆ3 = 0.225 ∆3 = 0.05
ωˆ4 = 0.225 ∆4 = 0.15
ωˆ5 = 0.225 ∆5 = 0.15
ωˆ6 = 0.350 ∆6 = 0.2
TABLE II: Parameters for Θ˜-functions.
The parameters used in each part of the model spectral functions are summarized in Table I. They are chosen to
mimic physical situations given the lattice spacing a−1 =20 GeV. At temperatures below Tc, the resonance peak has
the mass of J/ψ meson (∼3.1 GeV). The spectral function at T > Tc has a transport peak and the resonance peak
might disappear and a broader peak should appear at larger energy. Accordingly we shift the resonance peak from
M1 = 0.155 to M2 = 0.225. The transport peak, which is expected to be a Breit-Wigner like distribution, corresponds
to 2piTD ∼ 2 with χ00/T 2 ∼ 0.07 where D is the quark diffusion coefficient and χ00 is the quark number susceptibility.
In the free continuum spectral function and free Wilson spectral function the mass of quark is set to be ∼1.5 GeV,
and the threshold of these free spectral function can be modified by using the modified Θ-function in the bound state
region. The parameters in the modified Θ-function used are listed in Table II.
With the model spectral functions given above, the model correlators are generated by adding a Gaussian noise
with a standard deviation σ =  · G¯ · τ where  is the noise level. In our model data tests τˆ0 is always set to 1. We
also set τˆmin and τˆmax to 1 and Nτ/2, respectively, where Nτ is the temporal lattice size.
B. Equivalence of SAI and SOM
As discussed at the end of Sec. II D 2, SAI is equivalent to SOM given the default model D(ωˆ) = K−1(ωˆ, τ0). In
this section we will show the equivalence numerically using model correlator data with Nτ = 48 and  = 5 × 10−3.
The correlators are computed using ρˆabove(ωˆ) as shown in Sec. IV A. As seen from the left panel of Fig. 5, where the
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default model D(ωˆ) = K−1(ωˆ) is used in the SAI analyses, the output spectral function obtained using the SAI is
almost the same as that obtained using the SOM. For comparison output spectral function obtained from the SAI
using a default model different from K−1(ωˆ, τ0), i.e. a rescaled free Wilson spectral function is also shown in the right
panel of Fig. 5. It is clearly seen that the obtained spectral function is different from that obtained using SOM.
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FIG. 5: A comparison of spectral functions obtained from SOM and SAI using DM K−1(ωˆ) (left) and a rescaled free Wilson
spectral function (right) as the default model. The black solid curve is the input model spectral function, and the red dashed
curve denotes the default model. The red and green solid curves represent the output spectral functions obtained using the
SAI and SOM, respectively.
The discussion above verifies the statement that SOM is just one special case of SAI, and they should give similar
results when D(ωˆ) = K−1(ωˆ, τ0) is used in SAI.
C. Dependences on Nτ and noise level 
The number of data points in the correlators and the quality of the data have crucial influence on the reconstructed
output spectral functions. To show this we analyze the model data with Nτ = 48, 64, 96 and  = 10
−5, 5× 10−3, 10−2,
in which  = 5 × 10−3 is close to the state-of-the-art quality of data obtained from lattice QCD simulations. In
this test we choose ρˆbelow(ωˆ) as the input model spectral function, and in SAI and MEM we use a free continuum
spectral function as the DM. This DM has a similar behavior as the input spectral function in the large ωˆ part. Note
that both in the input spectral function and the default model a transport peak was not introduced. The results are
summarized in Fig.6. We plot ρˆ(ωˆ)/ωˆ2 as a function of ωˆ to suppress the rise of spectral functions in a very large
energy range. The range of ωˆ used in the analyses of these three approaches is [0, 4] but for a better illustration we
only show the results in [0, 1] in the figure. For a better illustration the ratio of the standard error to the mean values
of the correlators (denoted by σ/G¯) at the middle point (τ = Nτ/2) of the correlators is also given.
From Fig. 6 we can see that in all cases the free continuum part can be reproduced very well while the resonance
part strongly depends on Nτ and . When the data are noisy or the number of data points is not sufficiently large,
i.e. in the case of Nτ = 48,  = 10
−2, 5× 10−3(top-left and top-middle) and Nτ = 64,  = 10−2(middle-left), all three
methods can only give a rough structure of the resonance, and SOM even gives fake transport peak in the case of
Nτ = 48,  = 10
−2, 5× 10−3 (top-left and top-middle panels). In the case of a larger Nτ and a smaller noise-to-signal
ratio it is expected to see that the fake transport peak obtained from SOM starts to disappear, and the output
resonance peaks obtained from all three methods approach to the input one.
At Nτ = 96,  = 5× 10−3, we examine the ratio of the correlators reconstructed from the output spectral functions
obtained by the three methods to the input ones. The results are shown in Fig.7. We found that all three methods
give consistent results, just like the spectral functions themselves, and the ratios are close to unity at all the distances.
In the case of a very small noise-to-signal ratio, e.g. at the middle point σ/G¯ = 0.00334% (see bottom-right panel
of Fig. 6), the output spectral functions obtained from the stochastic methods, i.e. SOM and SAI, show some small
wiggles in the large ωˆ region. The wiggling behavior even shows up in the smaller energy region in the spectral
function obtained from SOM. The reason may be that MEM works in a deterministic way of solving the equations[see
Eq. (30)], i.e. leaves the smoothness of the default model, while the SOM and SAI are of a stochastic nature. At some
quite small noise level the current limited number of stochastic samplings cannot reflect the noise level precisely, and
the situation can be improved with larger number of samplings.
In the realistic lattice QCD simulations the noise-to-signal ratio at the middle point is much larger than 0.00334%
and is similar to the noise level shown in the left and middle panels of Fig. 6. Among these nine figures the quality
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FIG. 6: Dependence on Nτ and noise level  of output spectral functions obtained from SOM, SAI and MEM. The black solid
curve is the input spectral function, and the black dashed curve denotes the DM. The other colored curves are output spectral
functions. From top to bottom Nτ=48, 64 and 96. From left to right  = 10
−2, 5× 10−3 and 10−5.
of the data shown in the bottom-middle panel, i.e. with Nτ = 96 and σ/G¯ = 1.67%, is most similar to the state-of-
the-art lattice QCD simulations for temporal correlation functions at T < Tc. We can see that in this case all three
methods succeed in reconstructing the general peak structure of the resonance peak as well as the continuum part
of the input spectral function. And even with a 2-times-larger noise level as shown in the left panel with Nτ = 96
the peak location of the resonance peak is always reproduced well using the structureless free continuum spectral
functions as the default model. For the reconstruction of the peak height and the width of the peak MEM seems to
be better than the SOM and SAI which tend to give a larger width and a smaller peak height. It needs to be noted
that the current output spectral functions are obtained using only one and a simple default model, and in the next
section we will discuss the dependence of the reconstructed spectral functions on default models.
D. Dependence on default model
In this section we study the dependence of output spectral functions on default models at temperatures both below
and above Tc. In each case we consider only one model spectral function and try to reconstruct it with various DMs.
At T < Tc the model correlators are produced using the spectral function ρˆbelow(ωˆ) with Nτ = 96 and a noise level
 = 2.5×10−3, while at T > Tc the model correlators are produced using the spectral function ρˆabove(ωˆ) with Nτ = 48
and a noise level  = 5 × 10−3. These noise levels are chosen to mimic the case in the real lattice data. The main
differences between the spectral functions at T < Tc and T > Tc in our current model data tests are 1) there is no
transport peak in ρˆ(T < Tc), and there exists one in ρˆ(T > Tc) and 2) the resonance peak in ρˆ(T > Tc) is located at
a larger value of ωˆ and has a broader width than that in ρˆ(T < Tc).
1. Default model dependence of ρˆ(T < Tc)
First we consider the case at temperatures below Tc. In this case we use four different default models for SAI and
MEM analyses. DM1 is simply a rescaled free continuum spectral function. DM2 has an additional transport peak
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FIG. 7: The ratio of the correlators reconstructed from the output spectral functions obtained by three methods to the input
ones at Nτ = 96,  = 5× 10−3. The error bars shown in the figure are only from the input correlators.
to DM1. DM3 and DM4 are of the same type as the input spectral function but DM3 has a smaller resonance peak
location than the input spectral function while DM4 has a larger one. For convenience hereafter we suppress all the
normalization factors coming from the normalization condition as seen from Eq. (14) in the notation of the default
models. The parameters used in these default models are listed in Table III.
Default model Type Parameters
DM1 ρˆcont mc = 0.03
DM2 ρˆtrans + ρcont mc = 0.03
DM3 ρˆbelow M = ωˆ1 = ωˆ2 = 0.1
DM4 ρˆbelow M = ωˆ1 = ωˆ2 = 0.225,∆1 = ∆2 = 0.1
TABLE III: Parameters of the default models at temperatures below Tc.
The spectral functions in the small energy region given by MEM, SOM and SAI analyses are shown in the left
panels of Fig. 8. The conclusion is the same as obtained from Sec. IV C: all three methods give reliable results on the
small energy region of the spectral function if there is no transport peak in the input spectral function.
The spectral functions in the whole energy region are shown in the right panels of Fig. 8. It is found that in the
MEM analysis the peak locations of the reconstructed resonance peak obtained using DM1 −DM3 are ωˆ =0.1550,
0.1550 and 0.1530 while SAI analysis gives the peak locations at ωˆ =0.1551, 0.1545 and 0.1558. Thus the default
model dependence of the reconstructed peak location is very small. In comparison, the SOM analysis shows a peak
location at ωˆ =0.1575. We can see that the reconstructed peak locations by all three methods are very close to the
input one M1 =0.155. As seen from Fig. 8 the peak height and width obtained by all three methods obviously differ
from those of the input spectral function and have a relatively larger default model dependence. Thus the information
on the peak height and width extracted from these methods are not as reliable as the peak location.
2. Default model dependence of ρˆ(T > Tc)
In these tests we consider the case at a temperature above Tc. A big difference in the model spectral function of
ρˆ(T > Tc) from ρˆ(T < Tc) is that there is an additional transport peak. Thus we want to test the default model
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FIG. 8: Default model dependencies of ρˆ(T < Tc) obtained from SAI (bottom panel) and MEM (top panel). SOM results are
also shown with green solid curves. The left panels show the spectral functions in the small energy region while the right ones
show the spectral function in the whole energy region. The model correlators are produced using ρˆbelow(ωˆ) with Nτ = 96 and
a noise level  = 2.5× 10−3.
dependence of the output spectral function by varying the low frequency and high frequency part of the DM separately.
In this case we will use eight different default models for analysis listed as follows.
• DM1 and DM2 are composed of only rescaled free Wilson spectral functions. The difference between DM1
and DM2 is the threshold of the free Wilson spectral function, i.e. different values of quark masses.
• DM3 and DM4 have similar transport peaks to the input spectral function, but the resonance peak in the DM3
has a smaller peak location than that in the input spectral function while the one in the DM4 has a larger peak
location.
• DM5, DM6 and DM7 have resonance peaks which have the same peak location as the input spectral function.
And the width of the transport peak is also same as the input spectral function but the heights of the transport
peak are different from the input one and among each other.
• DM8 has the same resonance peak location and the same transport peak-height (∝ ctrans/η) as DM6 but has
a different width of the transport peak.
The parameters of these default models are listed in Table IV and the results are summarized in Fig.9-12. The left
panels of the figures show the transport peak in the small energy region while the right ones show spectral functions
in larger energy region.
First let us see what happens when the default model is simply a rescaled free Wilson spectral function. From the
left panels of Fig. 9 we see that the transport peaks given by both MEM and SAI are comparable to zero. This is
due to the fact that the default models in this low frequency region are set to zero. While in the large energy region,
as seen from the top-right panel of Fig. 9, the peak locations of the resonance peaks given by both MEM and SAI
differ a lot from that of the input spectral function and the rapidly rising part of the output spectral function at ωˆ
around 0.1 just follows the behavior of DM1. This might arise from the issue that DM1 does not cover a sufficiently
small energy region, i.e. ωˆ . 0.1. We then tried with DM2 which is same as DM1 but starts to be nonzero at a
smaller threshold. The results are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. We can see that MEM still cannot reconstruct
the peak location while SAI can give a peak-like structure which has a correct peak location, although the shape of
resonance peak is not obvious. From this test one can learn that the default model should cover as wide a range as
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Default model Type Parameters
DM1 ρˆWilson m=0.06
DM2 ρˆWilson m=0.02
DM3 ρˆabove η = 0.005, ωˆ2 = ωˆ3 = M = 0.155
DM4 ρˆabove η = 0.005, ωˆ2 = ωˆ3 = M = 0.300
DM5 ρˆabove ctrans = 5× 10−5/8,Γ = 0.25
DM6 ρˆabove ctrans = 5× 10−5 × 2,Γ = 0.25
DM7 ρˆabove ctrans = 5× 10−5 × 16,Γ = 0.25
DM8 ρˆabove η = 0.003,Γ = 0.25
TABLE IV: Parameters of the default models at temperature above Tc.
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FIG. 9: Dependences on default models at T > Tc with Nτ = 48 and  = 5 × 10−3. Top two figures: Results obtained using
DM1. Bottom two figures: Results obtained using DM2. Both DM1 and DM2 are rescaled free Wilson spectral functions.
The value of the quark mass m is set to be 0.06 in DM1, and it is 0.02 in DM2.
possible; otherwise, the missing part would have a fatal influence on the output spectral functions. In the following
we will try to add an additional transport peak in the default model to see the effects.
We further check the default model dependencies using DM3 and DM4 composing of a transport peak, a resonance
peak and a free Wilson spectral function. Here DM3 has a resonance peak location smaller while DM4’s peak location
is larger than the input one. This is to say that we fix the transport peaks of these two default models to be similar
to that of the input spectral function and vary the peak locations of the resonance peak in the default models. As
seen from the top-right panel of Fig. 10 MEM and SAI give consistent output peak locations, i.e. ωˆ =0.1915 for MEM
and ωˆ =0.1934 for SAI. And both the reconstructed peak locations are smaller than the input one, i.e. M2 =0.225. It
can also be observed that the output peak locations move to a large energy region compared to that of the DM3, i.e.
M =0.155. When using a default model that has a resonance peak location larger than the input spectral function, as
shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 10, both MEM and SAI start to produce two separated peak/bump structures
at ωˆ > 0.1, where locations of the first and second peaks/bumps are smaller than and close to that of the resonance
peak in the DM4, respectively. The left panels of Fig. 10 show the transport peaks obtained from MEM and SAI
analyses. From the top-left panel it can be seen that the transport peaks obtained from both MEM and SAI are
compatible with zero while seen from the bottom-left panel MEM almost reproduces the transport peak while SAI still
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FIG. 10: Dependences on default models at T > Tc (Nτ = 48) with a noise level  = 5 × 10−3. Top two figures: Results
obtained using DM3. Bottom two figures: Results obtained using DM4. DM3 and DM4 have almost the same transport
peak and large ωˆ part but have different resonance peak locations. In DM3 the resonance peak locates at M = 0.155 while in
DM4 it locates at M = 0.300.
gives a much smaller intercept at a vanishing frequency. We thus conclude that the output spectral function extracted
from correlates with Nτ = 48 and  = 5× 10−3 has a strong dependence on the peak location of the resonance peak
in the DM . And the reconstruction of the resonance part also has considerable influence on the reconstruction of the
transport peak. However, the tendency of the resonance peak location in the output spectral function indicates that
the real resonance peak is located in between the peaks in the DM3 and DM4. We will then try default models with
the resonance peak location lying in between that of DM3 and DM4 as follows.
In Fig. 11 we show the MEM and SAI results obtained using DM5, DM6 and DM7 which have the same resonance
peak locations and different heights of the transport peak at ωˆ = 0 as the input spectral function. From the right
panels of Fig. 11 we see that the continuum part and resonance peak are reconstructed very well by both SAI and
MEM. In the right top panel the resonance peak locations given by MEM using DM5, DM6 and DM7 are ωˆ =0.232,
0.229 and 0.226, respectively while in the bottom-right panel SAI gives ωˆ =0.243, 0.233 and 0.235, respectively. All
are close to the input value of the peak location M2 =0.225. However, the default model dependence on the transport
peak is still quite strong as seen from the left panels. From the MEM analyses (top-left panel) one is able to see that
the height of the output transport peak approaches the input one, while from the SAI analyses (bottom-left panel)
the output transport peak grows slightly as the default model but is still comparable with zero.
The analyses done in Fig.10 and Fig. 11 suggest that the resonance peak location is reproduced correctly when
resonance peak locations of the default model and the output spectral function are comparable. And the upper bound
for the height of the output transport peak (with the correct width of the transport peak in the DM) obtained from the
MEM analysis can be a good estimate of its real value. However, it has to be noted that the width η of the transport
peak in the default model used in these tests is fixed to be the same as the input. We will check the dependence on
η in the following tests.
In Fig. 12 DM8 is same as DM6 except for the width of the transport peak. The right panels show that in both
the MEM and SAI analyses the resonance part is reproduced well again as above and the variation of the transport
peak in the default model has a mild influence on the reconstruction of the resonance peak. The reconstruction of
the transport peak is shown in the left panel of Fig. 12. Here the width of the transport peak in DM6 and DM8 is
η = 0.006 and η = 0.003, respectively. The output width given by MEM shown in the top-left panel is η = 0.00612
using DM6 and η = 0.00302 using DM8 (obtained by least-χ2 fitting in the small ωˆ range using a Lorentz peak as
the ansatz). In the bottom-left panel SAI fails to reconstruct a transport peak for these two default models. We can
see that MEM just repeats the width of the transport peak in the default model and only when the width is known,
one is able to reproduce the right transport peak right from MEM.
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FIG. 11: Dependence on default models tests at T > Tc (Nτ = 48) in noise level  = 5 × 10−3. Top two figures: Results of
MEM. Bottom two figures: Results of SAI. DM4 −DM6 have the same resonance peak and a large ωˆ part. For a transport
peak they have the same width but a different height. DM5 has ctrans = 5× 10−5/8. DM6 has ctrans = 5× 10−5 × 2. DM7
has ctrans = 5× 10−5 × 16. Here 5× 10−5 is the ctrans of the input spectral function.
V. ANALYSIS WITH LATTICE QCD DATA
In this section we will present the charmonia spectral functions in the pseudoscalar (ηc) and vector (J/ψ) channels
extracted using the SOM, SAI and MEM. The correlators used in our analyses are taken from Ref.[23] and here we only
focus on the correlators computed on the finest lattices, i.e. 1283×96 and 1283×48 corresponding to temperatures at
0.75Tc and 1.5Tc. In our analyses we constrain the frequency range ωˆmax = 4, or ωmax = 75.88 GeV (lattice spacing
a−1 = 18.97 GeV). As the correlators calculated on lattices suffer from the lattice cutoff effects, which would manifest
themselves at small distances or large energy range, we thus would abandon a first few points of the correlates in the
short distance and set the reference imaginary time τˆ0 = 4 in our analyses.
A. Spectral functions for the pseudoscalar channel
Firstly, we consider the pseudoscalar channel at a temperature T < Tc. In this case we use four different DMs. These
four default models are the same with the ones used in Sec. IV D 1. The only difference is that the free continuum
in the large ω part is replaced with a free Wilson spectral function in the pseudoscalar channel with the quark mass
m = 0.06 in lattice unit [see Eq.(55)].
The results are shown in Fig. 13. It can be observed from the right panels of Fig. 13 that the first resonance
peaks obtained using both MEM and SOM are default model independent and are very stable. The peak locations
obtained by MEM with DM1-DM4 are at ω = 3.310, 3.310, 3.300, 3.291 GeV, respectively. Since MEM with DM2
gives almost the same result as with DM1 one cannot distinguish in the figure. On the other hand SAI gives a
resonance peak location at ω = 3.366, 3.418, 3.416, 3.289 GeV, respectively for DM1-DM4. Although there are no
default models used in the SOM analysis the resonance peak location obtained from the SOM is at ω = 3.377 GeV
which is compatible with those obtained from the MEM and SAI. For the transport peak shown in the left panels of
Fig. 13 we can see that the transport contributions in the output spectral function from all these three methods are
compatible with zero even a default model (DM1) with a nonzero transport peak is used.
Then we move on to the analyses of spectral function in the pseudoscalar channel at 1.50Tc, and the results are shown
in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Here the DM1 we use is simply a rescaled free Wilson spectral function. The other DMs are
of a general type: DM(ω) = ρˆabove(M,Γ, ω, ...) but with different parameters, which have three parts: one transport
peak, one resonance peak and one free Wilson spectral function. DM2, DM3 and DM4 have the same transport peak
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FIG. 12: Dependence on default models tests at T > Tc (Nτ = 48) in noise level  = 5 × 10−3. Top two figures: Results of
MEM. Bottom two figures: Results of SAI. DM6 and DM8 have the same resonance peak and large ωˆ part. For the transport
peak they have the same height but a different width. DM6 has η = 0.006. DM8 has η = 0.003.
and large ω parts but different resonance parts. To construct the transport peak we fix η = 0.003, ctrans = pi × 10−5.
The resonance peaks are located at ω = 3.2249, 4.5528, 5.6910 GeV for DM2, DM3 and DM4, respectively. The
peak location of the resonance peak in DM2 is chosen to be close to the results obtained at 0.75Tc. For comparison
we also show the spectral function obtained by MEM with DM1 at 0.75Tc denoted as “0.75 Tc” in Fig. 14.
Firstly we show the reconstructed spectral function in the large energy region in Fig. 14. It can be seen that SOM
gives a single resonance peak located at ω = 4.211 GeV. From the top-left panel we see that with a rescaled free
Wilson spectral function as the default model both MEM and SAI do not produce a suddenly rising resonance peak
as shown in Fig. 9, and they even reconstruct a peak structure already with this simple default model. This indicates
that the free Wilson spectral function has covered at least most of the energy range that the real spectral function
covers in the energy region relevant for the resonance peaks. The results of MEM and SAI based on DM2-DM4 show
that as the resonant peak location in the default models increases it also increases in the outputs and finally splits
into two resonance peaks in the bottom-right panel.
Going by Fig.14, for all the methods, at best we can describe the broad and low resonancelike peak structure in
the ηc channel at ω = 4.553 GeV, which is about 40% larger than observed at 0.75Tc. This suggests that in a gluon
plasma at 1.5Tc ηc does not exist as a clearly identifiable bound state.
Finally, we consider the spectral function in the very small energy region. We fix the resonance part the same as
DM3 in the following and only change the default model in the very small energy region. We choose the width of
the transport peak to η = 0.003 and vary the height factor ctrans = {pi × 10−5, 2pi × 10−5, 6pi × 10−5}. The results
are shown in Fig.15. First let us look at the MEM results shown in the middle. We can see from that when the
peak height of the transport peak increases, the output one in MEM analysis also increases. However, the output
values are quite small compared with the DMs shown on the left. Furthermore, the increasing trend in the output
is not so fast as the DMs. This strongly indicates that there does not exist a transport peak, which is expected in
the pseudoscalar channel [29–31]. In fact, the transport peaks obtained here are within the error of the correlators.
To see this we calculate the contribution to the correlator at the middle point τT = 0.5 from the largest transport
peak obtained by MEM using DM6. Integrating over the region ω ∈ [0, 0.598] GeV, we obtain the contribution
Gtrans(τT = 0.5) = 3.43 × 10−9, which is smaller than the error at the middle point δG(τT = 0.5) = 7.91 × 10−8.
While for the SAI results shown in the right panel of Fig. 15, we can see that the intercept at ω = 0 is almost 100
times larger than MEM results. However, the intercept is still very small compared to that of the default model. Due
to the stochastic nature of the SAI it is most likely that the spectral function in the small energy region is compatible
with zero as seen in the MEM outputs.
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FIG. 13: Spectral functions obtained by SOM, SAI and MEM at 0.75Tc for the pseudoscalar channel (ηc). Top two figures:
The results of MEM and SOM. Bottom two figures: The results of SAI and SOM.
B. Spectral functions for the vector channel
In this section we show the results of the spectral functions for the vector channel. The results at T < Tc are
shown in Fig. 16. At T < Tc the default models used here are the same as those used in the pseudoscalar channel
except that the free Wilson spectral function is updated to the one in the vector channel. We can see that as in the
pseudoscalar channel there does not exist any transport peak in the vector channel at T < Tc. As for the resonance
part, MEM gives peak locations at ω = 3.490, 3.490, 3.472, 3.443 GeV obtained using DM1, DM2, DM3 and DM4,
respectively, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 16. In the bottom panel SAI also shows a stable resonance peak location
at ω = 3.529, 3.529, 3.503 GeV from DM1, DM2 and DM3. It is worthy to mention that the resonance peak location
from the SOM is at ω = 3.528 GeV and it is quite compatible with the results obtained from MEM and SAI.
The results of spectral function at T = 1.5 Tc are presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. Here the default models used are
the same as those in the pseudoscalar channel except for two modifications. Firstly, we replace the rescaled free Wilson
spectral function by the one in the vector channel, and secondly, the smallest resonance peak location ω = 3.2249 GeV
is replaced with ω = 3.4146 GeV. This is because the resonant peak location at the below Tc temperature obtained in
the vector channel is larger. From the analyses shown in Fig.17, for all the methods, at best we can obtain the broad
and low resonancelike peak structure in the J/ψ channel at ω = 4.553 GeV, which is about 30% larger than observed
at 0.75Tc. This suggests that in a gluon plasma at 1.5Tc J/ψ does not exist as a clearly identifiable bound state.
Finally we consider the transport peak. As seen from the middle panel of Fig. 18 a very stable transport peak
exists with a intercept of ρωT ∼ 1.6 at ω = 0. This corresponds to 2piTD ∼ 8 which is about 3 times larger than that
in Ref. [23](in Ref. [23] the corresponding default model has η ∼ 0.008 while in this paper we use η = 0.003). The
increasing of the transport peak in the default model does not affect the one in the output much. This also holds in
SAI, although the outputs are more sensitive to the DMs. We calculate the contribution of the transport peak to the
correlator at the middle point using the output spectral function in the range ω ∈ [0, 0.598] Gev based on DM6 in
MEM and SAI. They are 1.02×10−06 and 1.16×10−06 respectively which is much larger than the error in the middle
point 4.29 × 10−08. So we can believe that this transport peak obtained from MEM and SAI cannot be generated
from the error of the correlators.
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FIG. 14: Dependence of the location of the possible ηc resonance peak on various DMs at 1.5Tc.
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FIG. 15: Dependence of the transport peak on the DMs at 1.50Tc in the pseudoscalar (ηc) channel.
C. Reliability of the existence of resonancelike peak structures
In this section we examine the reliability of the existence of resonancelike peak structures at 0.75Tc and 1.5Tc.
Firstly, we study the significance of the strength of the resonancelike peak structure estimating errors based on
Eq.(9). The motivation here is the following— in the ideal case of a delta functionlike resonance structure an error
estimate based on Eq.(9) provides the error on amplitude of the delta functionlike resonance and helps us to judge its
significance over the continuum part of the spectral function. Next, we test the systematics in the reconstruction of
the spectral function at 1.5Tc by comparing it with the spectral function extracted from the so-called reconstructed
correlator at 0.75Tc, i.e. from the correlation function that consists of the spectral function at 0.75Tc but convoluted
with the integrand kernel corresponding to 1.5Tc.
The rectangular boxes in Figs. 19 and 20 show our estimates for the significance of the existence of the resonancelike
peak structures in the pseudoscalar and vector spectral functions, respectively. The width of the box characterizes
the frequency interval I over which SPF is averaged. The frequency-ranges, I, are chosen to be the full-widths at
half maxima of the resonancelike peaks over the continuumlike structures, determined from the differences of the
locations of maxima and the immediate minima to the right of the maxima. Along the y-axis the centers of the
boxes are located at the mean values of the areas of the spectral functions integrated over frequency-ranges, I, and
vertical half-extents of the boxes provide the one sigma-uncertainties on those integrated areas. It can also be seen
that amplitudes of the ηc and J/ψ resonancelike structures are statistically significant at 0.75Tc, but at 1.5Tc those
statistical significances are questionable.
From Figs. 19 and 20 we can see that the estimated uncertainties on the amplitude of the resonancelike peak are
larger for MEM than that for SAI and SOM. To understand this we have further checked that even for a fixed value
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FIG. 16: Spectral functions obtained by SOM, SAI and MEM at 0.75Tc for the vector channel (J/ψ). Top two figures: The
results of MEM and SOM. Bottom two figures: The results of SAI and SOM.
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FIG. 17: Dependence of the location of the possible J/ψ resonance peak on various DMs at 1.50Tc.
of α, around its most probable value, the estimate for MEM gives a larger error than for SOM and SAI, and is not
caused by the averaging over P [α|G,D]. This leads us to speculate that the larger estimate of error for MEM might
be due to its mean-field nature and the assumption of the sharp Gaussian approximation of P [ρ|G,D,α] [c.f. Eq. (8]
and (10)), whereas P [ρ|G,D,α] is sampled exactly for SOM and SAI.
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FIG. 18: The dependence on the transport peak in the DMs at 1.50Tc for the vector channel.
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FIG. 19: Left : Significance of the strength of the resonancelike peak structure in ηc spectral function obtained using SOM, SAI
and MEM at 0.75Tc. Right: Same as left, but for the case at 1.5Tc.
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FIG. 20: Same as Fig. 19, but for the vector channel.
Next, we consider reconstructed correlators [23]
Grec(τ˜ , T ;T
′) =
N ′τ−Nτ+τ˜∑
τ˜ ′=τ˜ ,∆τ˜ ′=Nτ
G(τ˜ ′, T ′), (57)
where τ˜ = τ/a, τ˜ ′ = τ ′/a, T = 1.5Tc, T ′ = 0.75Tc. We summarize the output spectral functions obtained from
MEM, SOM and SAI in Fig. 21. We use the same default models as the first ones of those used in the analysis of
ηc and J/ψ correlators at 0.75Tc. For comparison we include the results obtained at 0.75Tc shown as solid curves.
The results obtained from the reconstructed data are labeled with “ρ(0.75Tc) from Grec”. By comparing the results
obtained from the correlators at 0.75Tc with Nτ = 96 and from the reconstructed correlators with Nτ = 48 we can see
that the results from MEM have smaller Nτ dependences while results from SOM and in particular SAI suffer from
the reduction in Nτ . It is also worth to mention that the differences between the output spectral functions from the
original correlators and the reconstructed correlators are larger in the pseudoscalar channel than those in the vector
channel. This is due to the fact that the noise-to-signal ratio of the correlators in the former case is around 80% larger
at the largest distance, and the insufficient quality of the data is also indicated by unphysical nonzero contributions
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at ω ∼ 0 in the pseudoscalar spectral function from Grec obtained using SOM 2.
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FIG. 21: Spectral functions in the pseudoscalar channel (left) and vector channel (right) obtained by three different methods
from the reconstructed correlators Grec(τ˜ , T = 1.5Tc;T
′ = 0.75Tc). The default models used here are the same as the first
ones of those used in the analysis of ηc and J/ψ correlators at 0.75Tc. The solid curves are results obtained by corresponding
methods from correlators at 0.75Tc with DM1 for comparison.
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FIG. 22: Significance of the strength of the resonancelike peak structure in the ηc (left) and J/ψ (right) spectral functions
obtained using SOM, SAI and MEM from the reconstructed correlators.
Further, in order to carefully examine whether SAI, SOM and MEM indeed give different results for the recon-
structed correlation functions we look into the significance of the strengths of the resonancelike structures in this case
too. These results are shown in Fig. 22. It seems that within one-sigma all the methods give similar results for the
resonancelike peaks whose significance over the continuumlike structures becomes questionable. Thus, we conclude
that none of these methods satisfactorily reproduce the spectral function corresponding to that at 0.75Tc when ex-
tracted from the reconstructed correlation functions. It is not really unexpected as with similar noise-to-sginal ratios
the results obtained from correlators with Nτ=48 and 96 are quite compatible with the mock results shown in the
top left and bottom middle plots in Fig. 6, respectively.
2 In the above described analyses we used the covariance matrix of the reconstructed correlators which reflects the statistical uncertainties
and correlations at 0.75Tc. We also examined the role of the covariance matrix itself in all three methods. We test what happens when
we use the full covariance matrix at 1.5Tc and rescale it by the ratio of the mean values of the reconstructed correlator at 0.75Tc to the
original correlator at 1.5Tc. These tests show that the explicit role of the covariance matrix for these spectral function reconstructions
are negligible.
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VI. SUMMARY
We presented two stochastic methods, i.e. SOM and SAI, to extract spectral functions from correlation functions
computed using lattice QCD. The SAI is a generalized stochastic method that becomes to MEM in its mean field
limit. The other one, SOM, also a special case of SAI, does not need any default models as inputs. To test the
reliability of these two methods we have tested those using various model charmonia spectral functions to mimic
the cases at temperatures below and above the critical temperature. Based on these model spectral functions we
computed the model correlators with different number of the data points in the temporal direction and different
noise to signal ratios. We applied SOM and SAI to these model correlators and studied in detail the dependencies
of the output spectral function on the default models, number of data points as well as the noise-to-signal ratio.
We found that at temperatures below the critical temperature the peak location of the first resonance peak can be
correctly reproduced. While at temperatures above the critical temperature the extraction becomes more difficult due
to the additional contribution to the correlators from a transport peak in the small energy region. Extraction of the
transport peak is more involved and it is reliable when the width of the transport peak is known. We confronted the
output spectral functions obtained using SOM and SAI to those obtained from MEM, however, SOM and SAI did
not show any obvious advantage over MEM in our tests. Results obtained from SOM and SAI are quite compatible
with those obtained from MEM. The consistency among the results obtained from these three methods suggests that
the uncertainties in the extraction of spectral functions are under control at the model data level.
In contrast to MEM, our current implementations of SAI and SOM are parallelized over many computing cores.
This allows us to carry out a typical analysis within comparable wall-clock times for the methods 3.
We also applied these methods to charmonium correlation functions in the pseudoscalar and vector channels com-
puted on the large quenched lattice using clover-improved Wilson fermions at 0.75Tc with Nτ = 96 and at 1.5Tc
with Nτ = 48. Even in these cases, we found consistent results using all three methods. While the location of the
first resonance peak at T < Tc is correctly reproduced, the location of the first bump at 1.5Tc is shifted to a higher
frequency region by around 30%-40%. However, given the fact that all three methods fail to satisfactorily reproduce
the 0.75Tc spectral function extracted from the reconstructed correlation function, i.e. when convoluted with the
integrand kernel at 1.5Tc having half the extent in the temporal direction, we cannot come to a definite conclusion
on whether ηc and J/ψ exist as bound states in a gluon plasma at 1.5Tc. With these inversion methods, in the near
future, we will further refine the current results by extracting charmonium as well as bottomonium spectral functions
from continuum-extrapolated correlator data with much better quality [32, 33].
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Appendix A: A Closer Look at P [α|G,D]
Before going into detailed calculations we can obtain a qualitative conclusion on the peak position of the probability
P [α|G,D]. Assuming P [α|D] = α−p(p = 0, 1) the first derivative of P [α|G,D] with respect to α can be given by
∂P [α|G,D]
∂α
∼ α−N/2−p−2Z[〈χ2〉α − (N
2
+ p)α]. (A1)
Similarly the second derivative of P [α|G,D] with respect to α can be given by
∂2P [α|G,D]
∂2α
∼ α−N/2−p−4Zα×
[(
N
2
+ p)(
N
2
+ p+ 1)α2 − 2α(N
2
+ p+ 1)〈χ2〉α − 〈(χ2)2〉α].
(A2)
Since Zα is always positive at any α > 0 by definition, Eq.(A1) becomes zero if or only if
〈χ2〉α − α(N
2
+ p) = 0↔ 〈χ
2
N
〉α − α( p
N
+
1
2
) = 0, (A3)
which means that P [α|G,D] has an extrema at α∗ where the condition Eq.(A3) is satisfied. And we also learn that
for sufficiently large N , the difference in cases for p = 0 and 1 is negligible. At α = α∗ where
∂2P [α|G,D]
∂2α
∣∣∣
α=α∗
∼ −(α∗)−N/2−p−4Zα∗ [〈(χ2)2〉α + 〈χ2〉2α + α∗〈χ2〉α∗ ], (A4)
〈(χ2)2〉α + 〈χ2〉2α + α∗〈χ2〉α∗ > 0 is always satisfied which means the extreme value at α∗ is a maximum.
Appendix B: Wang-Landau Algorithm
The Wang-Landau algorithm is a Monte Carlo method to compute density of states Ω(E) of a system. An ordinary
Metropolis algorithm, which samples with Boltzmann weights e−E/α, can only generate the distribution of Ω(E)e−E/α
at a fixed temperature α, while WLA calculates Ω(E) directly in the whole energy range and hence, Ω(E)e−E/α at
any temperature can be constructed accordingly. In WLA what one needs to do is to produce a flat histogram by a
random walk in the energy space with the probability proportional to 1/Ω(E) for visiting an energy level E. Given
the energy of the system before the walk as Ei and after that Ej , after a tremendous number of iterations we would
arrive at a “flat histogram” if we accept the walk with a transition probability pi→j = min
[
1, Ω(Ei)Ω(Ej) ].
At the beginning of a simulation we do not know the density of states Ω(E) a priori, we just let all Ω(E) equal to
a same constant, in our case 1. And set the histogram count h(E) = 0 for all energy levels. Once the walk to Ej is
accepted we increase the histogram count h(Ej) by 1 and update the DoS by
Ω(Ej)→ Ω(Ej)× f, (B1)
where f is a controlling factor. Otherwise we update the previous energy level Ei in the same way. For each f , we
perform successive walks until the flatness criterion is satisfied. That is, h(E)〈h(E)〉 ≥ x is satisfied for all E where 〈h(E)〉
is the mean value of h(E) and 0 < x < 1 is a flatness parameter. Once the flatness criterion is satisfied we modify
the factor f by f → fp where 0 < p < 1 and reset the histogram counts to zero. In the next iteration we repeat
the previous procedure and finally when f reaches the predefined value fstop, the DoS converges very close to its true
value. The accuracy of DoS obtained from WLA depends on the parameters in the simulation like x, p, fstop, etc.
With larger x and p or smaller fstop, the DoS obtained is more accurate but apparently this makes the convergence
slower.
For the system interested, i.e. a configuration consisting of many delta functions, the energy range is quite wide,
usually from 1 to 107 or larger. Besides, the information from a smaller energy range is more important. In such a large
range we cannot divide the energy E uniformly. We thus generalize the flat criterion to Ω(Ei)Ω′(Ei)∆Ei ∼ h(Ei) = const.
Here Ω(Ei) is the true DoS while Ω
′(Ei) is the estimated DoS. If we divide E uniformly, ∆Ei is the same for every
Ei. In our case, we divide ln(E) uniformly and denote ln Ω(E) as g(E), then we can get g(Ei) = const+ g
′(Ei)− δ · i
readily if we denote δ = lnEmax−lnEminNE where NE is the number of energy levels.
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The replica exchange in Wang–Landau sampling is a parallel version of WLA that provides us the opportunity to
implement WLA on massively parallel supercomputers. In this scheme the energy range is divided into overlapped
subwindows. In each subwindow the standard WLA is performed. The difference is after a certain number of walks, a
replica exchange step is carried out between the neighbouring subwindows. Denote E(x) and E(Y ) as the energy of the
configurations to be exchanged in two neighbouring subwindows, say a and b, and the corresponding logarithm of the
density of states before exchange are ga(E(X)) and gb(E(Y )), respectively. Suppose after the exchange the logarithm
of the density of states become ga(E(Y )) and gb(E(X)). The probability to accept the exchange of configurations is
Pacc = min
[
1,
ga(E(X))
ga(E(Y ))
gb(E(Y ))
gb(E(X))
]
. (B2)
If after the replica exchange either E(x) goes outside the range of subwindow b or E(Y ) goes outside the range of
subwindow a, the replica exchange fails. Then we just discard the exchange and move on to the next step. After the
predefined fstop is reached, we join the DoS in each subwindows to obtain the DoS in the whole energy range.
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FIG. 23: Left : DoS calculated by replica exchange Wang-Landau sampling. Right : A typical distribution of P [α|G,D]. Both
are from model data tests.
Finally as an illustration we show the DoS calculated using model data on the left in Fig.23 and P [α|G,D] calculated
accordingly is shown on the right. The flatness parameter in WLA is set to 0.85 and ln fstop to 10
−7. The entire
energy domain is divided into 600 subdomains with 25% overlap on both sides, where each subdomain has 24 energy
levels. The parameters used in the model spectral function can be found in Table I.
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